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OLD UNION BAPTIST MINISTERS SCHOOL 
March 23, 24 & 25, 2016 
By: Elder Danny Chandler 

 
LESSON TITLE:  Did You Really Just Swallow That Camel?   (Matt 23:24) 

READING: Titus 1: 4-14 

INTRODUCTION:  In a recent Bible study, Sulphur Fork churh having previously chosen to study Bible 
Characters, their selected topic for the night was Antichrist. To open up the discussion I asked what they 
thought about Antichrist.  Every person in the room (except my wife) agreed to the belief that it was a 
person who would appear in a world leadership roll of some sort prior to the Rapture when Christ would 
return for his saints. At that time Christ would take the saved with Him and he would leave the unsaved 
here on earth to go through a tribulation period before he set up an earthly kingdom.    

Brothers, I personally know the three Pastors that preceded me at that church and I don’t believe for 
one minute that doctrine was ever preached from that pulpit, at least not in the last 20 years. That 
leaves us with three questions: 

1. Where did they get that doctrine? 
2. Is there anything fundamentally wrong with it? 
3. If there is something wrong, why aren’t we as Pastors addressing it? 

The answers to those questions, I believe are: 

1. They got it from popular opinion advanced through nearly every “Evangelical” radio and 
television ministry on the air today; from end time prophesy books that dominate the 
shelves of Christian bookstores, from reference Bibles like the  Scofield Reference Bible,  
Ryrie Study Bible, The Nelson Study and the Tim LaHaye Prophecy Study Bible. But 
especially by the popular book and movie series Left Behind by Tim LeHaye and Jerry 
Jenkins. Basically they are subtly inundated with it everywhere they turn. 
 

2. Yes there are many things fundamentally wrong with it when you pull back the curtain 
and look at the theology behind it. That is the purpose of this lesson.  

 
3.  I don’t think we realize how wide spread it is among our own people.  Because we 

haven’t taught it, we “assume” they don’t know it or believe it. All it takes for false 
doctrine to take hold is for sound preachers to do nothing to refute it.  

OBJECTIVE: To identify and examine the primary interlocking elements of mainstream evangelical 
eschatology. It is NOT my purpose to defend or give critical analysis of any Eschatological system, but 
rather to expose dangerous theological errors that: 

A. Rob Christ of His Glory 
B. Undermines God’s eternal purpose 
C. Gives false hope to the Jewish nation, to individuals, and to the world at large.   
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DEFINITIONS: 
1. Mainstream is defined as the popularly accepted trends, ideas, principles, and values that are 

held by the majority of people. 
 

2.  Evangelical: A member of any of various Christian churches that believes in the sole authority 
and inerrant content of the Bible; a salvation only through regeneration, or rebirth, and a 
Spiritually transformed personal life.  
  

3. Eschatology: the branch of theology that is concerned with such final things as death, the Second 
Coming of Christ, the Last Judgment; Heaven and Hell; the ultimate destiny of humankind. 
 

MILLENNIUM: The word "Millennium" is derived from two Latin words, mille, meaning thousand, and 
annum, meaning year.  Hence the literal meaning is a thousand years. The term is found just six (6) times 
in the Scriptures, all in the first seven verses of the twentieth chapter of Revelation, an admittedly 
difficult and highly symbolical portion of scripture. The prefixes of POST-.  A-, and PRE- as used with the 
word designates the particular view held regarding the thousand years.  

POSTMILLENNIALISM: Generally speaking, postmillennialists affirm that the millennium is a period of 
one thousand years of universal peace and righteousness in this world, which precedes the return of 
Jesus Christ to earth in judgment. Postmillennialists are divided as to whether or not the period of time 
is a literal one thousand years, and whether or not the millennial age begins abruptly or gradually. Some 
see the millennial age as entirely future, others argue that it may have already begun to gradually 
emerge. Postmillennialist hold that when Christ returns the general resurrection occurs, final judgment 
takes place for all men and women, and a new Heaven and Earth are established. 

PREMILLENNIALISM:  “Premillennialist hold to a literal interpretation of the Scriptures, they believe that 
the promises made to Abraham and David were unconditional and have had or will have a literal 
fulfillment.  In no sense have these promises been abrogated or fulfilled by the church, which is a 
distinct body in this age having promises and a destiny different from Israel’s.  At the close of this age, 
premillenialists believe that Christ will return for His church, meeting her in the air (this is not the second 
coming of Christ), which event, called the rapture or translation, will usher in a seven-year period of 
tribulation on earth.  After this, the Lord will return to earth (this is the second coming of Christ) to 
establish His kingdom on earth for a thousand years, during which time the promises to Israel will be 
fulfilled.” Charles C. Ryrie (The basis of the Premillennial Faith, p.12).  

AMILLENNIALISM: Amillennialists take the word figuratively, as meaning an indefinitely long period. The 
"thousand years" are therefore symbolic of the entire age between Christ’s first coming and His second 
coming. Amillennialists insist that the promises made to National Israel, David and Abraham, in the OT 
are fulfilled by Christ and that His kingdom is spiritual, not literal. This age, which is often referred to as 
the Church age or the Times of the Gentiles, is the entire period of time between the two advents of our 
Lord.  Amillennialist believe that during this period, good and evil continue to grow together with 
wickedness becoming worse and worse. At the end of this indefinite period, Christ returns in judgment 
of all men. The general resurrection occurs, final judgment takes place for all men and women, and a 
new Heaven and Earth are established.   
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Ref: Article 18 of New Hampshire Confession of Faith: We believe that the end of this world is approaching: that at the Last 
Day Christ will descend from heaven, and raise the dead from the grave to final retribution: that a solemn separation will 
then take place: that the wicked will be adjudged to endless punishment, and the righteous to endless joy: and that this 
judgment will fix forever the final state of men in heaven or hell, on principles of righteousness. 

Quote:  W.T Russell from Bible Study on Revelation at West End Baptist Church..Tape 13:   Rev. 20: 3 “…In this verse some 
people seem to believe in the millennial.  I do not believe in the teachings of the post-millennialist or the pre-millennialist 
views.   You’d have to call me an amillenarian, because I don’t believe there is a literal reign of Christ on earth with his saints.  
If I couldn’t prove that, I’d be afraid to make that statement…” 

THE CAMEL IN THE ROOM:  All Future World Events Center On National Israel. 

NOTE: The 1947 UN Resolution supporting the partitioning of Palestine, which lead to the 1948 Arab-
Israel war which officially established the State of Israel was only possible because of Pro-Zionist 
pressure from American Evangelicals who believed that it was essential to return Israel to the land in 
order to fulfill God’s promise to Abraham and Jacob. For political reasons (to obtain votes) in the 
upcoming 1948 election, Truman caved to the pressure and supported the UN resolution.  

POLL: American Attitudes Toward the Middle East and Israel by Center for Middle East Policy at 
Brookings Institute.  Poll Conducted Nov. 4-10, 2015.  

Evangelical Attitudes toward Israel  

• Overall, Evangelicals tended to express a more pro-Israeli stance than non-Evangelical Christians, with 
many relating the current, on-going conflict to their religious beliefs.    

• Among Christians, 75% of Evangelicals say that things need to happen in Israel before Christ returns. 
More specifically, they say that for the rapture or Second Coming to occur it is essential for current-day 
Israel to include all the land they believe was promised to Biblical Israel in the Old Testament.    

• 73% of Evangelicals say that world events would turn against Israel the closer we get to the rapture or 
end times. 79% of Evangelicals say that the unfolding violence across the Middle East is a sign that the 
end times are near.    

 
THE INTERLOCKING ELEMENTS  

 
I. The Seven Year Tribulation Period  (The “straw” that broke the camel’s back) 

 
A. Daniel 9:24-27  Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the 

transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in 
everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.  (25)  
Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to 
build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks: the 
street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous times.  (26)  And after threescore and two 
weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the people of the prince that shall come shall 
destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the 
war desolations are determined.  (27)  And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and 
in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the 
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overspreading of abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that 
determined shall be poured upon the desolate. 
 

B. The Seventy Weeks are weeks of years and the total prophesy spans 490 years. It is broken down into 
three segments, which represent major events.   (See B.H Carroll’s Interpretation of English Bible on 
Daniel Chapter 9 for in depth discussion of various views on time calculations)  

a. 7 Weeks (49 years) to the rebuilding of Jerusalem 
b. 62 weeks (434 years) from the rebuilding of Jerusalem to coming of Messiah; 
c. 1 week (7 years) for the confirming of the (New) Covenant and completing all six events listed 

in verse 24. 
d. It is noteworthy that it had been 490 years from the entering into Canaan until the coronation 

of King Saul; another 490 years to the end third year of King Jehoiakim at which time the 
independent Jewish monarchy ended ( Daniel 1:1). The 70 years of captivity were fulfillment 
of prophesy that for every year they failed to observe a Sabbath of the land, they would 
spend a year out of the land ( 2 Chronicles 36:21; Jer. 29:10).  The next 490 years would bring 
them to the promised Messiah and seal up the vision and the prophecy.  

 
C. “The premillennial theory holds that ‘prophetic time’ is not counted, (1) when Israel is out of 

the land, or (2) when Israel is in apostasy. Hence we have the view that the kingdom 
prophecies are not being fulfilled during the Church age when Israel either is out of the land, 
or in apostasy, or both, and that the Church is only an interlude between a Jewish kingdom 
that is past and a Jewish kingdom that is future. The First Advent of Christ, according to this 
teaching brought Israel up to the beginning of the 70th week of Daniel’s prophecy (9:24-27). 
With the Second Advent, that is the Rapture, prophetic time again will begin to run, and the 
seven years of the Great Tribulation will complete the seventieth week.  That in turn will be 
followed by the establishment of the millennial kingdom on earth.” ( The Millennium by 
Loraine Boettner, p.221) 

 
D. “Between the sixty-ninth week, after which the Messiah was cut off, and the seventieth 

week, within which the “little horn” (Antichrist) of Dan. 7. will run his awful course, 
intervenes this entire Church-age.” (The Scofield Reference Bible p. 915) 

 
E. “God obviously stopped ‘the prophetic stopwatch’ after it ticked off 483 years…Because 

Israel failed to accept her Messiah and instead ‘cut him off’ by crucifying him, God stopped 
the countdown seven years short of completion. During the ensuing parenthesis in time, God 
turned His focus to the Gentiles and created the Church” (The Rapture by Hal Lindsey  p. 3-4.) 

 
F. “Up to this time ( the appearance of Christ) the great prophetic clock had been ticking out the 

years one after another in fulfillment of what we have in this chapter; but upon the 
crucifixion of the Lord Jesus Christ the great clock stopped, and there has not been another 
tick from it since; nor will there be until, in a coming day, the Jews shall be restored to all 
their own land and a remnant be found among them who are ready to own the claims of 
God’s Christ”  (Daniel The Prophet by Dr. H.A. Ironside p.166-167).  
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II. The Secret Rapture  
 

A. The word “rapture” does not appear in the Bible.  It is derived from the Latin word “raptus” 
meaning to seize or transport. It was first coined in the writings of William Shakespeare to 
mean “to be transported by a lofty emotion or ecstasy” (Etymology of the English Language 
by W.W Skeats, 1879). Greek word used is “HARPAZO”, which means catch (away, up) pluck, 
pull, take (by force) 
 

a. 1 Corinthians 15:51-52  Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all 
be changed,  (52)  In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet 
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. 

 

b. 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17  (15)  For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which 
are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep.  
(16)  For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the 
archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:  (17)  Then we 
which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the 
Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord 

 
B.  According to current Rapture teaching, the coming of Jesus will be in two separate stages. 

The first stage will be a secret “snatching away” of all the dead and living saints caught up to 
meet Christ in the air at the beginning of a seven year tribulation period while the unsaved 
will be left behind on earth.  The second stage will occur after the 7 year tribulation and will 
be a glorious return of Christ to earth with his previously resurrected saints to establish his 
earthly kingdom. (The Scofield Reference Bible p.1228; The Nelson Study Bible, p. 1877) 

 
C. The Secret Rapture connects Matthew 24:40-42 to 1 Cor 15:51-52 and 1 Thes, 4:15-18. (The 

Scofield Reference Bible p.1269;  Baptist Church Manual, Third Edition, by Dr. J.E. Cobb, 
Article XVIII  p.84) 

 

Matthew 24:40-42  Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other left.  (41)  
Two women shall be grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken, and the other left.  (42)  Watch 
therefore: for ye know not what hour your Lord doth come. 
 
 
 

III.  The Removal of The Holy Spirit  
 

A. 2 Thessalonians 2:1-8  Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
by our gathering together unto him,  (2)  That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, 
neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand.  (3)  Let 
no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away 
first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;  (4)  Who opposeth and exalteth himself 
above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, 
shewing himself that he is God.  (5)  Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you 
these things?  (6)  And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time.  (7)  
For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out 
of the way.  (8)  And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the 
spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 
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B. “The restrainer is a person—“he” and since a “mystery” always implies a supernatural 

element, this Person can be no other than the Holy Spirit in the church, to be “taken out of 
the way”. (The Scofield Reference Bible p. 1272)  

 
C. “As we have seen, The Holy Spirit who came at Pentecost to form the “Body of Christ,” the 

Church, will, when the Church is complete and caught out (raptured..dgc), return with the 
Church to Heaven. This will leave the world without the presence of the Holy Spirit…” 
(Dispensational Truth by Clarence Larkin. p.58) 

D. “So long as the Church is here He (the Holy Spirit) will be here, but when the Church is 
caught up to be with the Lord then the Spirit of God will no longer be in the world in the 
sense in which he has been here during the Christian era…It is He who works in the hearts 
of men and women, leading them to Christ. When His work is completed He will go up 
with the Church ‘and then shall that wicked (one) be revealed…’.”  (Addresses on 
Thessalonians by Dr. H.A. Ironside, p.98) 
 

E. Three fundamental errors contained in this false doctrine.  
1. It teaches a Universal Invisible Church started at Pentecost. 
2. It teaches that men and women can be saved without the presences of the Holy Spirit 

to convict them.   
3. It teaches that Old Testament saints were saved differently than New Testament 

saints.    
a. “Grace begins with the death and resurrection of Christ. The point of testing is 

no longer legal obedience as the condition of salvation, but acceptance or 
rejection of Christ, with good works now a fruit of salvation.” (The Scofield 
Reference Bible p. 1115)  

 
 

IV. The Abomination of Desolation Appears 
 

A. Daniel 9:27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of the week 
he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he 
shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the 
desolate. 
 

B. Matthew 24:15-16  When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel 
the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand:)  (16)  Then let them which 
be in Judaea flee into the mountains: 

 
C. Three Questions present themselves regarding these two passages: 

1. Is the “he” of Daniel 9:27 that confirms the covenant talking about Christ or Antichrist? 
a. Those who hold for a seven year tribulation period make the “he” of v.27 to be 

Antichrist.  “The ‘he’ of verse 27 is the ‘prince that shall come’ of verse 26, whose 
people (Rome) destroyed the temple in A.D. 70. He is the same with the ‘little 
horn’ of chapter 7.  He will covenant with the Jews to restore their temple 
sacrifices for one week (seven years), but in the middle of that time he will break 
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the covenant and fulfill Dan 12.11; 2 Thes. 2:3,4. (The Scofield Reference Bible p. 
915)   

b. According to Scofield, The last half of verse 26 through the end of verse 27 
references The Beast of Rev 19:20…see reference “e” IBID. 

c. According to Dr. H.A Ironside, referencing v. 26-27 “In other words, he is 
emphatically the Beast of Rev. 13:1 and 17:3” (Daniel The Prophet by Dr. H.A. 
Ironside p.166-167). 

d. BUT…according to the Thompson Chain Reference Bible, in the margin for verse 27 
it references Romans 15:8  “Now I say that Jesus Christ was a minister of the circumcision 

for the truth of God, to confirm the promises made unto the fathers: “  and Galatians 3:17  
“And this I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed before of God in Christ, the law, 
which was four hundred and thirty years after, cannot disannul, that it should make the 

promise of none effect.”  Then it also references Hebrews 10:4-22 where it 
unquestionably states that Christ ended the Mosiac sacrificial system by his own 
sacrifice and established a New Covenant that took away sin forever!  
 

2. Is the abomination of desolation referenced in Daniel 9:27 and by Jesus in Matthew 24:15 
a person or an action?  

a. According to all Premillennialist, it is a specific person. Scofield and his footnote 3 
on page 915 with reference to “abomination”, he says “In Daniel 9:27 and 12:11 
the reference is to the “Beast”, “man of sin”, (2 Thes. 2:3,4), and is identical with 
Mat. 24:15. “ 

b. However, the literal translation of Dan. 9:27 is “the disgusting stench of sacrilege 
that brings on desolation”.  Remembering that Daniel and Ezekiel were 
contemporaries in exile, reference Ezekiel’s prophecy Ezekiel 5:11  Wherefore, as I 
live, saith the Lord GOD; Surely, because thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all thy 
detestable things, and with all thine abominations, therefore will I also diminish thee; 
neither shall mine eye spare, neither will I have any pity.  (See also Ezekiel chapters  5-11).  

c. The acts which brought on the destruction of the temple were committed by the 
Jews, not by others.  When they rejected Christ but continued to daily offer 
animal sacrifices ( see Heb 10:11) in the Temple, it was an abomination that 
brought on its final desolation. 
 

3. Is the abomination of desolation yet future or has that prophecy been fulfilled? 
a. Daniel’s vision was specific to the “Holy City” and its end. 
b. Jesus was answering a specific question regarding the “temple” Mat. 24:2 
c. Jesus said “This generation shall not pass till all these things be fulfilled” Mat. 

24:34.  
d. History records the facts in the destruction by Titus in 70 A.D  

 

V.  Rebuild The Jewish Temple and Reinstitute The Animal Sacrifices. 

A.  “Most Evangelical Christians believe that New Testament prophecies associated with the 
Jewish Temple, such as Matthew 24-25 and 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 were not completely fulfilled 
during the Roman destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 and that these prophesies refer to a future 
temple. This view is a core part of an interpretive framework of the Bible that stresses Biblical 
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literalism and asserts that the Jews remain God’s chosen people. According to theologians such 
as Hal Lindsey and Tim LaHaye the Third Temple will be rebuilt when the Antichrist secures a 
peace treaty between modern Israel and its neighbors following a global war…”  (Third Temple, 
Wikipedia.org) 

B. “The final seven years of the Seventieth Week of Daniel begins with the signing of a protective 
treaty between Israel and the Antichrist, who will come from the revived Roman Empire ( Dan. 
9:27) composed of ten European nations. There will be a temple rebuilt shortly before or at this 
time, because sacrifice and offerings will be resumed.” (The Rapture by Hal Lindsey, p. 4) 

C. “…the duration of the great tribulation is three and a half years or the last half of the 
seventieth week of Daniel( see Daniel 9:27 note). The elements of this tribulation are (1) the 
cruel reign of the “beast out of the sea” who at the beginning of the three and a half years will 
break his covenant with the Jews ( by virtue of which covenant they will have re-established the 
temple worship, Dan 9:27). (The Scofield Reference Bible p. 1337). 

D. The Temple was always portrayed as God’s dwelling place.  Jesus said HE was the temple of 
God (John 2:19); Paul said that God dwelt in us as assembled together for the indwelling of God. 
(1 Cor 3:16-17; Ephesians 2:18-22;)   

E. Jesus said the Temple would be destroyed (Matt. 24:2). He showed it as being of no more 
value when the veil was rent (Matt. 27:51). There is not a single verse in the New Testament that 
even vaguely hints at a rebuilt temple, let alone a reinstitution of animal sacrifices which 
Hebrews says could NEVER take away sins  (Heb 10:11-18). 

VI.  Multiple Bodily Resurrections  

A. “Two resurrections are yet future, which are inclusive of all that are in the graves. These are 
distinguished as “of life” and “of judgment”.  They are separated by a period of one thousand 
years. The “first resurrection”, that “unto life” will occur at the second coming of Christ, the 
saints of the O.T. and church ages meeting him in the air; while the martyrs of the (seven year) 
tribulation, who also have part in the first resurrection, are raised at the end of the great 
tribulation…” “After the thousand years the ‘resurrection unto judgment’ occurs”. (The Scofield 
Reference Bible p. 1228). 

B. According to Floyd H. Barackman in his Practical Christian Theology (endorsed and used by 
Liberty University, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Dallas Theological Seminary, and 
others ), not all of the saved people will be raised at the same time.  The people of the Church 
age will be raised at the Rapture when the Lord comes to meet them in the air, and all other 
saved, including those saved in the Tribulation period will be raised when Christ actually returns 
to earth to begin His millennial kingdom (p. 278).   The unsaved will all be raised to judgments 
after his one thousand year earthly reign, ( p.280.)    

C. John 5:28-29  Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in the which all that are in the graves shall hear 
his voice,  (29)  And shall come forth; they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that 
have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation. 
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D. Matthew 25:31-34  When the Son of man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with him, then 
shall he sit upon the throne of his glory:  (32)  And before him shall be gathered all nations: and he shall 
separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats:  (33)  And he shall set 
the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the left.  (34)  Then shall the King say unto them on his right 
hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the 
world: 

E. Revelation 20:12-15  And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were 
opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the dead were judged out of those 
things which were written in the books, according to their works.  (13)  And the sea gave up the dead 
which were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged 
every man according to their works.  (14)  And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the 
second death.  (15)  And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire. 

VII.  Christ Physically Reigns Over Natural Israel In An Earthly Kingdom 

A. The Promise to Abraham was two-fold.   

1. PRIMARY PROMISE: (Gen 12:3) Spiritual to all the world through Abram’s seed…Christ.  
This covenant was unconditional and rested upon Christ, not Abraham. Galatians 3:8-9  
And the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the heathen through faith, preached before 
the gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be blessed.  (9)  So then they which be of 
faith are blessed with faithful Abraham.  Galatians 3:16  Now to Abraham and his seed were the 
promises made. He saith not, And to seeds, as of many; but as of one, And to thy seed, which is 
Christ. 

2. SECONDARY PROMISE: Gen 12:6-7) The Land to Abram’s posterity after the flesh. It was 
given as promised. (Joshua 21:44-45).  Their remaining in it was conditional upon their 
obedience:  If you will….Then I will (1 Sam 12:14-15) 

B. The belief that all future world events center on National Israel is based on the premise that 
God’s covenant with Abram is unconditional to his natural posterity. (Scofield Reference Bible 
p.20 and p. 23)  

C. According to this belief, the Davidic Covenant has not been fulfilled.  
1. “The Davidic Covenant (II Sam 7: 8-17) insures an earthly successor to the throne and 
that has not yet occurred. (Scofield Reference Bible p.362). 
 
2.  According to Lewis Sperry Chafer in his Systematic Theology, 4:30, “Israel is national 
and visible. Israel is an eternal nation, heir to an eternal land, with an eternal kingdom, on 
which David rules from an eternal throne.”    

D.  That the Kingdom of Heaven and the Kingdom of God are distinctly different. The Kingdom of  
God is universal including all intelligences willingly subject to the will of God in all ages past , 
present or future.  The Kingdom of Heaven signifies the Messianic earth rule of Christ, is 
mediatorial and Davidic and has for its object the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth  
(Scofield Bible p.996 and p. 1003). 
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E.  Paul clearly shows in Romans 2:28-29 that a Jew is one who has been circumcised of the 
heart, not of the flesh; that there is no difference between the Jew and the Gentile (Romans 
10:12) and that “If ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s seed and heirs according to the 
promise” (Gal. 3:29) 
 
CONCLUSION: “What about the future of the Jews?  Will the temple be rebuilt and the 
ceremonial laws and worship be re-established along with their feast and holy days? NO! Those 
things were types and shadows until the real thing should come. Jesus did come and there is no 
purpose to be accomplished in observing them now”…”When Jesus died the middle wall of 
partition that separated Israel from the other nations came down, and God is no more obligated 
to the state of Israel today than he is to any other nation in the world” ( Elder Billy Moran, The 
Israel of God, p.4 at Old Union Ministers School, 1986). 


